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LANGUAGE COURSES (AN OVERVIEW) 
A minimum of three language courses is required. One course is required in each of 
the three years of levels one, two, and three. 
All language courses are one-credit courses. In practical terms, this means that each 
· course taught will require a minimum of one 40-45 minute period every other day for the full 
year to a minimum of 55 hours. 
Language course offerings are as follows: 
Language 1101 
Basic English 1102 
Language 2101 
Vocational English 2102 
Language 3101 
Basic English 3102 
Advanced Writing 3103 
Language Study 3104 
The writing of argumentation and persuasion 
Of a general nature, for students who are weak in language 
skills 
Research writing 
Practical application of language skills to the world of work 
(technical and trades areas) 
Emphasis on style in writing narration, description, exposition 
The application of language in the business world 
Creative writing of poems, plays, stories 
An indepth study of the English language 
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 
This course is designed for students who are weak in language skills and who would 
probably have difficulty with the argumentation and persuasion emphasis in Language 1101. 
It is recommended that the course should not be taken by any more than the lower 25% 
of the students. However, it is not a "dead end" course. The course has the flexibility to 
enable students to move to other language courses. It is also recommended, that in so far as 
it is practical for school operation, the class size should be kept relatively small. On the 
whole, the course would be best taught by a qualified English teacher, preferably by a teacher 
who would be teaching the same students in Thematic Literature 1200. 
The course has several main areas of focus: 
1. Integration of Skills 
Students learn to use language through their experiences with talking, listening, reading, 
writing, and viewing. There is an integration of activities in the course as students 
practice their communication skills. Students may listen, speak, and then write: or they 
may read, view, write, and then speak. They seldom read and stop there; they rarely write 
and leave it at that. The strands of language interrelate and combine. 
2. Writing and Reading as Proce~es 
The process approach to reading and writing is followed. 
3. Reading and Thinking 
There is an emphasis on reading as an adaptation of problem-solving. This problem-
solving approach focuses on a general strategy for reading, not on a number of specific 
skills. Reading is a holistic process. Students will read whole units of print and will look 
for the patterns of words, sentences, and ideas that give structure and meaning on a large 
scale. A process approach is used that allows students to bring their backgrounds into the 
reading, to interact with the selections, to become imaginatively ancVor intellectually 
' involved, and to share and shape their responses within the classroom setting. 
4. Writing 
Students write for a variety of purposes, in a variety of formats and for a variety of 
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audiences. Where possible, the process approach to writing (in whole and/or in parts), is 
used. Emphasis is on meaning and purpose in writing as well as on effective sentences 
and sound paragraph construction. 
5. Oral Communications/Interpersonal Communication 
There is instruction and practice in the techniques of interpersonal communication and 
group dynamics. Speaking and listening skills are emphasized. As well, there is emphasis 
on the role of talk in learning. Students will be helped to use language with confidence 
on those many occasions when they are called upon to do so. 
6. Acr~ the Curriculum Concerns 
In working with other teachers and with students' other subjects, there is an emphasis 
on study skills, making notes, answering questions, time management, and learning styles. 
There is as well a special emphasis on writing across the curriculum. 
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COURSE OBJECTIVES 
The objectives are for students to: 
(Reading) 
1. develop confidence in their ability to read 
2. think about the process of reading 
3. learn a general reading strategy to apply and adapt to any reading situation 
4. learn the value of using prior knowledge and experience when reading 
5. ask questions of the reading material and to seek answers 
6. learn to survey a text in order to grasp its basic organization 
7. become aware of the value of sharing one's interpretation with others so as to increase 
comprehension and appreciation 
8. become aware of and to use a variety of purposes for reading (for enjoyment, for 
information, for school success, and for job, personal, business or social activities) 
9. adapt reading strategies to type of material and purpose for reading 
(Writing) 
10. think of a writing process as a method for making choices in writing 
11. understand and use a variety of prewriting techniques 
12. understand the role of audience, purpose, and form in· shaping a draft 
13. understand and use revision strategies 
14. edit for spelling, mechanics, punctuation, and usage 
15. learn the basic techniques of sound paragraph construction (topic sentence, coherence, etc.) 
16. write with sentence variety and to use modifiers effectively 
17. write in a variety of modes in notebooks and/or journals 
(Oral Communication/Interpersonal Communication) 
18. learn speaking and listening skills 
19. recognize appropriate speaking and listening behaviours 
20. appreciate the value and power of collaborative learning 
21. learn effective procedures for small group learning behaviours 
22. understand the nature of group interaction 
23. develop a command of language so as to speak effectively, with or without specific 
preparation, when called upon to do so 
24. be sensitive to audience response and to be responsive listeners 
(Across the Curriculum Concerns) 
25. learn to make notes 
26. learn and to practice a basic study method 
27. know how to answer different types of questions 
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28. know how to write exams 
29. understand the purposes of time management 
30. solve problems by applying a systematic approach 
31. explore the idea of learning styles 
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COURSE CONTENT 
Course content has to be selected and adjusted to meet the needs of the students in their 
efforts to achieve the objectives of the course. In a very general way, the following course 
content exists to support the various objectives. 
(To Support Writing Objectives) 
Through a judicious balance of different assignments and formats, and through the practice 
of writing for a mixture of different audiences and a variety of different purposes, students 
should experience success and learn to view writing as useful and enjoyable. 
Formats 
advertisements 
charts/lists/outlines 
letters/messages 
reports/summaries 
essays/articles 
titles/captions 
Audiences 
specific person 
self 
teacher 
friend 
older person 
younger person 
Purooses 
. 
to create 
to share 
to record 
to analy~ 
to explain 
to describe 
specific group 
class 
team 
grade 
age group 
club 
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dialogues/scripts 
descriptions 
stories/story endings 
poems 
journal writing 
to expand 
to persuade 
to convince 
to inform 
to instruct 
to reconstruct 
general audience 
school 
community 
adults 
peers 
students 
unspecified 
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(To Support across the Curriculum Objectives) 
Making notes Time management 
Study methods Problem solving 
Types of questions Learning styles 
Exams 
(To Support Reading Objectives) 
Selection from subject-area textbooks 
Mathematics 
Science 
Variety of literary selections 
poems 
• stones 
Social Studies 
Industrial Arts 
plays 
novel excepts 
Materials students might encounter in business or personal life 
forms 
brochures 
cartoons 
advertisements 
Crossword puzzles and vocabulary exercises 
student's choice of materials 
magazine articles 
newspaper articles 
consumer articles 
(To Support Oral Communication/Interpersonal Communication Objectives) 
Many opportunities for realistic oral work, based on the concerns of the students, will 
present themselves. They can be both formal and informal, although it is likely that more 
opportunities for inf onnal work will occur. Oral communication should be part of 
individual work, pair work, group work, and class discussion. However, at times it needs 
to be promoted as a skill in itself; there should be periods where it is the sole focus of 
instruction. The following activities are recommended: 
Brief conversational answers 
Creative brainstorming 
Oral prewriting activities 
/Sharing written work 
~Small group discussions 
Role playing with groups 
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Small group reports 
Reports to class 
Oral Reading (literature) 
Literature discussions 
Telling anecdotes 
Impromptu speech 
COURSE MATERIALS 
Authorized Resources 
Since there are alternative texts for :.he course, teachers need to make a choice based on 
the needs of the students and on their own teaching background and experience. 
(Alternative 1) 
• Reading for Life (student text) 
• Reading for Life: Teacher's Guide 
• Fast Forward (teacher copy) 
• Fast Forward: Teacher Resource Book (teacher copy) 
(Alternative 2) 
• Fast Forward (student text) 
• Fast Forward: Teacher Resource Book 
• Reading for Life (teacher copy) 
• Reading for Life: Teacher's Guide (teacher copy) 
Fast Forward 
The text was developed primarily for general level English students. It consists of Core 
Units that integrate content and skills around a theme, topic, or issue. It contains Resource 
Units that focus individually on the skills of writing, reading, viewing, oral language, group 
work, independent study, language study, and learning. The writing and language strand offers 
both instruction and activities structured .around the stages of the writing process. The 
developmental oral language and group process activities are integrated throughout the texts, 
as are the viewing and media literacy units and activities. 
The Teacher's Guide includes in its general introduction, the text structure, rationale, 
objectives, and philosophy. The Guide also gives teaching support for each unit that includes: 
• An int,0·oduction of unit objectives and structure and an overview chart 
• lmplen1entation notes for activities and classroom management 
• Extension ideas including related print and non-print resources and extension activities 
in a reproducible format 
• Evaluation notes on processes and products 
Reading for Uf e 
Reading for Life focuses on a problem-solving approach as a general strategy for reading. 
It presents reading as a holistic process. It provides whole units of print and requires students 
to seek the patterns of words, sentences, ideas that give structure and meaning on a large 
scale. 
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Reading is central to the text; but the text also promotes the particularly close connection 
between reading and writing, and indeed between reading and all other language arts and other 
subjects on the curriculum. 
The activities and selections in Reading for Life are aimed at building students' confidence 
in themselves. This is largely done through the discussions of personal interpretations. 
For many students in Basic English 1102 a reading emphasis is what is needed most. 
Reading for Life provides that. Basic English 1102: A Teaching Guide and the use of Fast 
Forward as teacher reference will help, if help is needed, in maintaining a balance and 
integration of communication skills. 
Recommended Resource 
Scope Magazine 
Scope is strong in reading and writing. It is of high interest. It is in magazine format, 
it is inexpensive, and there are 24 issues a year. It is helpful in individualizing instruction 
and it prQvides many extended and enrichment activities. 
Because of established and proven potential, Scope is strongly recommended that all 
students subscribe to this magazine on a class basis through Scholastic-TAB Publications, 123 
Newkirk Road, Richmond Hill, ON, L3R 102 . 
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PHII,OSOPHY OF INSTRUCTION 
Since many students in this course are not succeeding in reading and writing at the sarr. 
rate as their peers in other language courses, the need is paramount to identify and to use 
effective teaching strategies. 
Reading, Writing, Oral Communication Strategies 
Effective strategies are best promoted in the context of a holistic theory of reading and 
writing development where teaching and learning occur in meaningful contexts. S_uch 
strategies move away from the teaching of reading and writing as a sequence of component 
skills; take a developmental view of students' reading and writing; and focus on students' 
strategies and not on students' weaknesses. 
A process approach to reading allows students to bring their backgrounds into the 
readings, to interact with the selections, to become imaginatively and/or intellectually involved, 
and to share and shape their responses within the classroom setting. The following three-
stage procedure is elaborated in the Basic English 1102: A Teaching Guide. 
Pre-reading 
Activating knowledge 
Increasing knowledge 
In-proce~ Reading 
(Responding and Building Meaning) 
First Reading 
Personal Response 
Comprehension-Literal 
Comprehension-Inferential 
Second Reading 
Comprehension-Enhanced 
Post Reading 
Extending and Enriching 
The composing proce~ that many writers tend to follow can be presented as a five-
stage procedure: 
Prewriting Activities 
Ideas 
Form 
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Audience 
Purpose 
Drafting or Writing 
Revising or Content Editing 
Proofreading 
Presenting or Sharing 
Although the above stages are more recursive than linear, the theory itself is important. 
As well, the best writing processes are flexible and organic and tend to bend and grow to 
meet students' needs. 
Students must write frequently; preferably on topics, usually self-selected, about which they 
have considerable knowledge. However, they must also share and extend their efforts at 
composition and as they do so, the teachers' keen observations will form the basis of 
instructional strategies. Some lessons are now planned, while others may emerge 
spontaneously from the immediate situation. 
Oral communication is sharing (speaking) and responding (listening). It is concerned as 
well with group processes and with the student's responsibility to himself/herself and to the 
group. Effective strategies are those that capitalize on the degree of skill students already 
have in using oral language. Students can tell stories, express feelings, seek information, and 
accomplish tasks and goals. What they require in the classroom is a chance to augment these 
basic skills through practice of familiar scenarios and through the introduction of more 
complex and sophisticated uses of oral language. Elements with some measures of 
perf onnance can also be introduced and practised: drama, role playing, discussion, debate, 
reporting and oral implementation of literature. 
Leaming Environment and Classroom Management 
Opportunities for reading and writing should permeate the day. Especially important 
would be the use of natural opportunities for reading and writing that are inspired by students' 
interests and concerns. "Across the curriculum" opportunities should also prevail. Such 
students need to read and write frequently and need to see reading and writing as functional 
in their lives. They need immersion and demonstration, and also need to be read to regularly. 
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The key is for the environment to surround students with all modes of language, purposes 
and audiences. Reading and writing should be taught as complimentary language modes. Oral 
language should also be incorporated. Talking can help students activate relevant background 
knowledge before they read and integrate what they have read with what they already know. 
So, too can class discussions encourage reading and writing. 
In general, effective strategies are those that: 
• convey confidence in the students' abilities to meet expectations; 
• set reasonal expectations for each student; 
• employ a variety of teaching strategies; and consider the different learning styles of 
students; 
• focus on topics and themes that appeal to students - deal with current topics, relevant 
• issues. 
In addition to allowing for spontaneity and the taking advantage of opportunities, effective 
management also provides structure and routine for students. Some pattern from week to week 
should be evident, and often the activities within .a class period should be short, varied, and 
practical. Reading or writing, instruction, and individual or group practice could be part of 
each class. 
Should computers be available, students could use word-processing programmes. In 
addition to the motivation provi~ the tedium of recopying work for various drafts is 
relieved. 
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EVALUATION 
The evaluation process should reflect course aims and objectives, and teaching emphasis. 
Its purpose is primarily to promote learning, more so than to make a judgement about 
perf onnance after learning is supposed to have taken place. 
, The evaluation process should inform both students and their parents about student 
'-.. 
progress and achievement and show teachers where they need to make adjustments in 
curriculum content and materials, teaching method, student learning experiences, and 
assessment techniques. It is a continuous process, and one with dimensions that are diagnostic, 
formative and summative. It involves self-evaluation and peer evaluation, as well as 
evaluation by the teacher. 
There are innumerable means, instruments, and strategies for evaluating students. Good 
evaluation practice will use all means available: 
Checklists 
Observations 
Questionnaires 
Surveys 
Tests/ Assignments 
Examinations 
Conferences 
Interviews 
Writing Folders 
Analytical Scales 
Graphs/Charts 
Cloze Tests 
Miscue Analysis 
In general, many of the means above can be used to apply to most, if not all, of the 
content and objectives (and sub-objectives) of the course. 
Writing (and writing process) 
Reading (and reading process) 
Oral Communication and Group Dynamics 
Across the Curriculum Concerns 
Many of the above means can also be used in self-evaluation, peer evaluation, and 
evaluation by the teacher. 
Self-evaluation helps students to recognize their rates of progress, and their own strengths 
and weaknesses. Self-evaluation also helps students to understand what they are learning and 
why they are learning it. Whereas, peer evaluation provides the opportunity for students to 
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receive a wider range of responses than the teacher alone can provide. Peer evaluation also 
requires that students identify and understand the criteria on which their own work is being 
evaluated. 
It is especially important in Basic English 1102 that the evaluation process reflect the aims 
and objectives of the course. Here the aims and expectations of both the students and the 
course are different from those in the regular academic class of Language 1101. This point 
results in two main implications: one, the need for assessing personal growth; two, the need 
at times for using some alternatives to examinations. 
The Teacher Resource Book for Fast Forward contains growth schemes to outline the 
progress of students in the following areas: writing, groups, oral language, independent study, 
response to reading, reading. Often such evaluation is independent of marks given for · 
assignments. However, these assessments show a picture of the general development of the 
individual student. It should be noted however, that individual students do not grow in regular 
patterns; rather they grow through spurts and regressions. In any event, significant individual 
growth should be recorded in student achievement. 
Examinations place a high premium on skills such as thinking under pressure, writing 
quickly, spelling without a dictionary for reference, reading and understanding without being 
able to ask questions, being able to sit still for a long time and being motivated to do well. 
As a result, classroom tests and day-to-day assignments could figure prominently to see if 
students have developed the skills and learned the material which are stated objectives of the 
course. As well, short tests are likely to evaluate learning more effectively than the 
examination, since class tests can be written under less stressful conditions. 
14 
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APPENDIX: COURSE CONTENT: VOCATIONAL ENGLISH 2102 
The main focus is on developing and refming students' language and communication skills 
through exploring the theme of work. Course selection and organization will be based on the 
following aspects: 
Reading 
• Theme clusters comprised of fiction, non-fiction, and poetry selections that focus on 
a work-related theme 
• Responding and reacting activities that focus on the content and encourage students 
to clarify their understanding of the information presented and to formulate, express, 
and exchange their opinions based on the text 
• Extending and enriching (reaching out) activities that use the selection as a catalyst 
to lead students to explore the themes, to do further research, to write, and to connect 
the themes to their own lives and to the community 
Writing 
Letter of Application for Job 
Respond to "Want" Ads 
Letters Asking for Reference and Recommendation 
Complete Job Application Forms 
Resume 
Covering Letter 
Report on One Major Communication Project 
Journal Writing about Jobs, People, Issues 
Express Ideas/Issues in Letter-to the-Editor, Editorials, Simple Reports, Essays 
Follow, Where Possible, A Writing Process 
Using English Effectively in the Communication Context 
Oral Communication 
Job Interviews 
Interviews for Research 
Ask Questions/Discuss Work-Related Issues 
Listen and Respond in Group Situations 
Reports of Research and Group Discussion 
Role-Playing 
16 
3 1162 00810 0936 fDIX: COURSE CONTENT: BUSINESS ENGLISH 3102 
1. Communication in Organimtions 
2. 
-
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
A. Theory and Process 
B. Communication ModeVContext (Sender - Message - Receiver) 
C. Communication Model in the Context of the Writing Process 
D. Organizing Patterns 
E. Group Dynamics (Roles and Behaviour) 
Group Interpersonal Skills/feam Work 
F. Problem Solving Strategy 
• Identify the problem or task 
• Explore alternatives 
• Collect information 
Case Studies 
Public Relations 
• Organize information 
• Present solution 
• Evaluate solution 
G. 
H. 
I. Using English Effectively in the Communication Context 
• Punctuation • Effective Vocabulary 
• Mechanics • Sentences for Effect and Emphasis 
• Spelling • Principles of Paragraph Construction 
• Usage • Logical Organizational Ideas 
• Grammar • Awareness of Audience and Purpose 
• Stylistic Concerns 
Oral and Non-Verbal Communication 3. Written Communication 
The Voice (articulation, intonation, A. Busin~ Letters 
projection) Common Categories 
Format 
Content 
Style 
Non-Verbal B. Memoranda 
Kinesics (gesture, movement, facial Summaries 
expressions) Reports (informal) 
Proxemics (posturing, position Formats 
physical contact) Content 
Style 
Speaking/Listening 
In Business 
In Making Presentations 
Oral Reports 
Speeches 
Giving and Using "Feedback" 
Meetinp 
Planning 
Conducting 
Recording 
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